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Erin Greer, the renowned comedienne, is weary of the sitcom business. This last Emmy, well, that's a sad
moment. But before she gives up showbiz forever, she wants one more sitcom: one where she reprises the
great female roles of sitcom history, Lucy, Jeannie, Samantha, Laura Petrie. Finally, a true moment for Greer
and all of her talents. So she collaborates with Zach Shelby, the manager of a Chinese laundry and a man
whose dated success as a sitcom writer allows him to bring the exact sensibilities that Greer needs. They
spend several months working on scripts and filming episodes. PBS picks up their show, One Season, just in
time for Emmy consideration. But, really, is that good news? Both Zach and Greer sense that they've passed
the pleasure. Maybe sitcoms aren't that funny. Maybe the point is the darkness that underlies these
characters. Is Samantha really amused with humans? Is Jeannie really that patient with an aging Major
Nelson? Dark, comic, and understated, David M. Hunter's first novel is an amusing look at a question that
visits all of us: Why do our passions level off? When does the dream lose its tug? When does that which is
cherished become so much less than that? Greer and Zach seem to have their opinions. So spend a little time
with them. It's worth it for the dialogue alone. David M. Hunter is a practicing attorney, with a weakness for
tv.
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From reader reviews:

Ralph Capra:

Playing with family within a park, coming to see the marine world or hanging out with close friends is thing
that usually you have done when you have spare time, subsequently why you don't try point that really
opposite from that. A single activity that make you not sense tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you have been ride on and with addition associated with. Even you love Reruns, it is possible to
enjoy both. It is good combination right, you still wish to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh can
occur its mind hangout men. What? Still don't buy it, oh come on its called reading friends.

Cierra Persaud:

Many people spending their moment by playing outside together with friends, fun activity along with family
or just watching TV the entire day. You can have new activity to enjoy your whole day by studying a book.
Ugh, think reading a book can actually hard because you have to accept the book everywhere? It ok you can
have the e-book, getting everywhere you want in your Mobile phone. Like Reruns which is obtaining the e-
book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's find.

Laura Grier:

Do you like reading a reserve? Confuse to looking for your favorite book? Or your book seemed to be rare?
Why so many issue for the book? But any people feel that they enjoy with regard to reading. Some people
likes reading, not only science book but in addition novel and Reruns as well as others sources were given
know-how for you. After you know how the great a book, you feel would like to read more and more.
Science publication was created for teacher as well as students especially. Those textbooks are helping them
to increase their knowledge. In some other case, beside science reserve, any other book likes Reruns to make
your spare time more colorful. Many types of book like this one.

Troy Cochran:

As a scholar exactly feel bored in order to reading. If their teacher inquired them to go to the library or even
make summary for some publication, they are complained. Just little students that has reading's soul or real
their interest. They just do what the educator want, like asked to go to the library. They go to generally there
but nothing reading critically. Any students feel that reading through is not important, boring along with can't
see colorful pictures on there. Yeah, it is to be complicated. Book is very important in your case. As we
know that on this era, many ways to get whatever we would like. Likewise word says, many ways to reach
Chinese's country. Therefore , this Reruns can make you feel more interested to read.
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